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The Bank of England pretty much now have all the information at their disposal
before they meet on Thu, with a quiet week ahead in the UK in terms of major
data updates. What will probably be vital to deliberations is the latest agents'
survey which will provide an insight into whether the post election PMI bounce
is sustainable.
Latin American Bond Issuance Sets New Monthly Record
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The Latin America New Issue Market has kicked off 2020 with unprecedented
numbers. With one more week before January ends, LatAm issuers are taking
full advantage of favorable market conditions to sell new paper for which there
has been robust demand.
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climate and crucially the expectations components both fell short and were
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After effectively laying fallow for week, the euro HY-rated corporate market
burst back into life, with over EUR5bn of speculative grade paper printed.
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The Bond Fund bandwagon rolled on during the third week of the New Year,
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$775 billion. EPFR-tracked Equity Funds, meanwhile, posted consecutive weekly
inflows for only the sixth time since the beginning of 3Q19.
US/UK 10yr Spread – Over 1.202 Completes a 5-Month Base
- by Ed Blake, p17
Watch for a clearance of 1.202 to complete a five-month base and expose
1.261/1.348. Reverse position on narrowing through 1.011 re-opening the 0.958
base.
GBP/USD – Triangle Builds Momentum For Further Recovery
- by Andrew Dowdell, p18
Look to buy for a target of 1.3618. Below 1.2905 risks a deeper setback to the
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- by Ed Blake, p19
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The GBP Week - Bias is Neutral-to-Bearish
By Mark Mitchell, Senior FX Analyst

continued page 4
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The GBP Week – cont’d
Expected Gbp/Usd trading range is 1.2950-1.3180.
The DASHBOARD tells a story of its own:
• TOP LEFT - After a run of seven consecutive weeks of rising Sterling positioning at the
IMM, the possibility of a BoE rate cut finally seems to have had an effect, as net Sterling
longs eased back from 31,532 to 24,922. It still feels like the market is slightly
complacent going into Thu's BoE meeting, which could mean we see a larger reaction if
a cut is delivered.
• BOTTOM MIDDLE - The implied probability for a rate cut on Thu has eased to 59.5%
from 71% this time last week, which helped Sterling recover last week, with the post
election rebound in the flash PMIs beating expectations.
• TOP RIGHT - Still in positive territory, but inflows seem to be waning, both in equities
and bonds. While the UK election result now means that businesses and international
investors know that the UK will definitely be leaving the EU at the end of this week,
there still remains a large degree of uncertainty over the future relationship between
the two. Chancellor Javid last week caused even more confusion after initialling warning
in an FT interview that business leaders need to end their push for Britain to stay in lock
step with Brussels' rules after Brexit, before softening his tone in Davos, by saying that
he would not seek to move UK regulations away from those in the EU "for the sake of
divergence".

The Bank of England pretty much now have all the information at their disposal before
they meet on Thu, with a quiet week ahead in the UK in terms of major data updates. What
will probably be vital to their deliberations is the latest agents' survey which will provide an
insight into whether the post election PMI bounce is sustainable.

standing currently at 59.5%, the Bloomberg survey of economists has the consensus erring
on the side of an unchanged verdict, keeping rates at 0.75%. Indeed only 17 of the 66
respondents are going for a 25bp cut to 0.50%.
Cable rallied last week on the back of reduced rate expectations and the weakness in the
Dollar, but offers up at 1.3170/80 capped gains. It was interesting to see how the pair
trade after the better than expected PMIs. Either the whisper numbers were higher than
the results or sellers deemed the recovery not to be good enough to persuade the BoE not
to deliver a rate cut. The poor performance could also be explained by the fact that the
PMI data was the last major data update before the BoE verdict, which emboldened
sellers. An on hold move may not be that much of a boon to Cable, as it largely depends
whether the MPC may prepare the market for a rate cut in Mar in the accompanying
statement. Also keep a close eye on the vote. A wider 1.2950 to 1.3200 range seems to
have emerged in Jan and we would be looking to fade moves to either side,
Last week we said that we feel that a Jan move is premature. The close proximity of the
Brexit date on Fri could also be a reason to stand pat, as it would look poor politically if the
BoE feels it has to cut rates just days before the UK finally left the EU.
By the MPC's next meeting on Mar 26, the central bank will have received another set of
PMIs, the Q4 GDP report, two more inflation updates and possibly most importantly, the
first budget of the new government.

continued page 5

It is interesting to note that despite the OIS implied probability of a rate cut on Thu
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The GBP Week – cont’d

• A potential bullish triangle/wedge pattern is developing, paving the way for a
continuation higher over the coming days/weeks
• Churning may persist in the short-term, but a series of higher lows off September's
1.2905 low now underpin
• Above 1.3212 (7 January high) firms for 1.3284/1.3422 (31/16 December highs), with
scope seen for a return to December's 1.3514 peak in due course

• It would take a return below 1.3035 (22 January low) to caution and re-open 1.2955

RISKS - The central one is obviously Thu's BoE, but the wider market is gripped with fears
over the impact of the coronavirus, which has pushed UK 10 year yields to their lowest
level since Oct.
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Latin American Bond Issuance Sets New Monthly Record
By Carlos Yun
• January 2020 has already set a record monthly volume total
• The week of January 20th to 24th also had record volume
• LatAm issuers offer competitive prints with strong demand
The Latin America New Issue Market has kicked off 2020 with unprecedented numbers.
With one more week before January ends, LatAm issuers are taking full advantage of
favorable market conditions to sell new paper for which there has been robust demand.
January Sets New Records
January has, in recent years, been a busy month. For two consecutive years previously,
January was a record month – in 2017, with USD 23.994bn and in 2018, with USD 29.858bn.
Following a more modest tally of USD 9.962bn in January 2019, LatAm is now back on track,
with USD 33.256bn in new debt so far this month and USD 17.275bn for the week of January
20-24.
After last year’s three consecutive cuts to the Fed Funds rate, yields in USD-denominated
LatAm debt instruments are attractive to issuers. At the same time, Emerging Market debt
continues to offer enticing yields, and the book sizes of this month’s issuance indicate the
extent of investors’ appetites for LatAm paper.

Strong Demand For New Prints
Book sizes in LatAm issuance have been considerable, with only one deal having a total final
book less than USD 1bn in size – Klabin Austria GmbH, whose USD 200m 7.00% paper due in
2049 commanded a final demand of $450m.
continued page 7
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LatAm Report – cont’d
Particularly, LatAm prints with considerable book sizes have included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

United Mexican States – USD 2.25bn print, USD 9.4bn book
United Mexican States – EUR 1.75bn print, EUR 4.6bn book
Republic of Paraguay – USD 450m print, USD 2.4bn book
Republic of Colombia – USD 1.65bn print, USD 5.7bn book
Petroleos Mexicanos – USD 5bn print, USD 22bn book
Bancolombia – USD 950m print, USD 2.4bn book
Companhia Siderurgica Nacional – USD 500m print, USD 4bn book

In addition to the healthy demand for new LatAm paper stemming from a drive for yield and
low interest rates, cash inflows to Emerging Markets have also fueled this strong market.
With plenty of cash on hand, investors are buying up new LatAm issues.

Market Conditions, Country Reports

Overall market conditions have also been more favorable, including the recent signing of
Phase One of the trade deal between the United States and China. The suspension of new
import taxes by the Trump Administration reduced fears of renewed trade tensions as the
new year arrived, contributing to a more positive perception of global and regional
economic growth. Closer to home for Mexican issuers, the progress on the USMCA trade
deal has also contributed to the more optimistic tone.
From a more granular perspective, three countries have dominated LatAm issuance this
month: Mexico (USD 12.245bn), Chile (USD 9.375bn), and Brazil (USD 5.65bn).

continued page 8
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LatAm Report – cont’d
Although President Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador spooked investors before his election
with his leftist leanings, Lopez Obrador has been rather conservative in the budget bills he
has submitted to the Mexican congress, and he has likewise maintained a hands-off
approach towards local monetary policy, as the Mexican central bank cut the benchmark
rate to 7.25% from 8.25% not long before Lopez Obrador was sworn in as president slightly
over 1 year ago. Of note has been the strength of the MXN, which is up almost 8.5% since
Lopez Obrador assumed office.
Chile, which was rocked by public protests late last year, suffered a sharp currency
devaluation in late November which moderated in December, and the country is now taking
measures to ameliorate difficult conditions for many of its citizens. President Sebastian
Pinera this past Monday announced an investment of USD 475m in the construction of
housing and urban infrastructure with the goal of benefiting more than 60k families and
generating new jobs. And despite urban unrest and high levels of unemployment, the
Chilean government sold large Green Bonds in USD and in EUR last week. Private issuers
from Chile with solid reputations and investment grade ratings also accessed the market
during the month of January.

February Outlook
Market conditions are expected to stay generally similar as January gives way to February,
although the historic record does demonstrate a slowdown in issuance from January to
February. Significant issuers such as sovereign names like Colombia, Chile, and Mexico have
already come to market this month, and these entities tend to constitute large percentages
of a given month’s total.
That said, some contacts expect February to be a prolific issuance month as well. February
2017 had a total of USD 11.608bn, whereas February 2018 saw USD 10.723bn in new paper
while the Januarys that preceded them had, until this week, the highest and second-highest
monthly tallies in LatAm market history as previously noted. With conditions holding,
February issuance could be one for the record books as well.

Brazil continues with its reforms to improve its fiscal health. After the administration of
President Jair Bolsonaro succeeded in passing a reform in the Previdência (retirement/social
security) in congress in 2019, the government has now taken steps to achieve administrative
reform by lowering the salaries of public employees with the goal of enhancing productivity
while lowering costs and by what may define the Bolsonaro presidency: tax reform, for
which the Brazilian senate anticipates a joint commission to start working on in the first
week of February. This follows four consecutive cuts of the Selic, Brazil’s basic interest rate,
from 6.5% in mid-2019 to 4.5% last month. Economic recovery is now seen as a viable goal
for 2020, which the central bank monetary policy committee stated when it last cut rates on
December 11.
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German Ifo Shows Industry Improving But Coronavirus a Risk
By Marcus Dewsnap, IGM Head of Fixed Income Strategy
The January GERMAN IFO was somewhat of a kick in the teeth for the sentiment is improving
thesis. The current assessment met expectations at 99.1. The climate and crucially the
expectations components both fell short and were lower than last time. Hence, no replication of
the PMIs, but still signs that the worst is over, if still not confirmed.

Looking at the business climate components, the deterioration came in the services and
construction sectors. Manufacturing, whilst still negative, showed a decent improvement.
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This supports the Ifo's point that the industrial sector (though beset with structural issues) is
slowly emerging from its crisis providing reasons to be cautiously optimistic. Services is still
supportive for domestic demand. Thus, recession risks have probably eased further. However,
whilst the Brexit situation and Phase 1 trade deal may have helped reduce uncertainty over the
last 2-3 months, the spread of the coronavirus is likely to weigh on sentiment until the contagion
is under control. Depending on the timeline and impact on the global economy, there is a
significant risk that sentiment could be hit once more.
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European HY: January Sales Hit a High
By Giles Hamblett
After effectively laying fallow for week – just Salini's EUR250m printed the previous week
and exchanged notes accounted for half of the trade – the euro HY-rated corporate market
burst back into life, with over EUR5bn of speculative grade paper printed. After a record
busting first week of the year, it's already the busiest January on record according to IGM
data and there is still another full week of trading to go

TLB below the 3% threshold seldom breached for a single B credit).
Not only has January been remarkable in terms of absolute volumes but it has also been
notable for the proportion of single B paper. In fact, only EUR2.24bn of the month's
EUR8.67bn have been purely double B trades, while two-thirds of the notes issued this
month have had nothing higher than a B+.
Last week also saw the first triple C paper of the year printed, something which was a H2
event last year.
Loan to bond gains ground
Meanwhile the loan to bond trade continued to gain further traction as some of the best
known names in the leveraged space take out portions of tightly priced loan financings with
even tighter priced high yield bonds.
That's not to say that TLB pricing is holding up much better. What was left of Techem's
B1/B+/B+rated TLB following the upsized bond, priced at a E+287.5bp, a price point
considered to be beyond the pain threshold for most CLO managers. However, Froneri is set
to out-do that next week with its EUR TLB (B1/B+) reprice. The EUR term loan is now guided
at E+262.5-275bp and par from E+300-325bp and 99.5 at launch.
ITraxx Crossover reflects Coronavirus worries

The refreshed hunt for yield saw deals upsized, pricing ramped in during execution and
investors increasingly comfortable to take on more risk to maintain some yield.
Having already seen the lowest single B coupon in the first week of the year, Altice
International passed on the crown to Techem (B1/B) last week as the German metering
business printed an upsized TLB refinancing at 2% (and, just for good measure, it repriced its
Back to Index Page

The iTraxx Crossover spent much of the week moving wider as worries over the spread of
the coronavirus took its toll on risk appetite. Thursday saw the index close at a fresh 2020
wide of 218 over just 10 points on the week. However, some positive PMI number out of
Europe and the UK on Friday, coupled with strong action from China to curb the spread of
the virus was offsetting some of the widening pressure into the weekend.
continued page 11
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European HY – cont’d
Techem 2 good
It was a case of size up and pricing down in high yield as some well-known issuers took
advantage of insatiable investor demand to print chunky deals with thin margins.
And Techem (B1/B+) proved to be the poster boy for such a trade. Originally seeking
EUR600m of 5.5NC2 as part of a loan and bond financing to replace/reprice EUR2.29bn of
TLB paper, the senior secured notes were quickly upsized to EUR850m and then
EUR1.145bn as pricing was squeezed in from talk at 2.0-2.25% to print at the tight end, 2%
or +251bp over the 1% 15 August 2025 DBR. That's 25bp inside the coupon paid by fellow
single B credit Altice financing two weeks ago which was the low-water mark for the
category. Meanwhile, at E+287.5bp, Techem joined a select band of single B credits issuing
below L+300bp.

Some EUR600m of 6NC2 senior secured notes (B2/B) printed at 3.125%, or +362bp over
DBR, tightening in from mid 3s via talk of 3.25% area, while the EUR450m 6NC1 FRN senior
secured note landed at E+325bp, from IPTs E+350bp. The upsized EUR625m 8NC3 senior
secured notes printed at 3.625%, having gone out at IPts of high3s to 4, before tightening to
guidance of 3.75% area. Finally the EUR170m PIYC tap, priced at 105.5 to yield 7.799%
having been guided at 105.5-106 throughout the process.
Stena sails away
There was another upsized loan to bond deal courtesy of Stena International as the shipping
firm increased its 5NC2 senior secured two-parter (Ba3/BB-) to USD700m equiv from
USD600m. The issuer took EUR315m at 3.75% (from original IPTs of mid 4%s), and USD350m
at 6.125% in from IPTs of high 6%s.

Styrolution solution
Altice in wonderland. Again
Also seeking a similar bond and loan refinancing, this time with around EUR300m of new
money to fund a shareholder payout, was Ineos Styrolution's (Ba2/BB/BB). The chemical
firm's 7NC3 senior secured notes (Ba2/BB) went out at IPTs 2.5% area for a EUR500m trade
before being upsized to EUR600m at a tighter 2.375% area. A final push saw the deal print at
2.25%, or in spread terms +269bp over the DBR. Half of the upsized portion reduced the
EUR TLB with the other half paying funding a larger distribution.
Meanwhile the accompanying TLBs felt a similar squeeze with +225-250bp and 99.5 on both
EUR and USD, becoming +200bp and par (with 0.5% floor on euro).
United Group takes
While Techem's ballooning 5.5NC3 secured trade was the largest individual tranche, United
Group took the largest amount from the EUR HY bond with its EUR1.845bn (upsized from
EUR1.795bn) four-parter. The issuer hit the market seeking EUR1.05bn of six-year senior
secured paper (6NC2 and 6NC1 FRN), a EUR575m 8NC3 senior secured note and a EUR170m
tap of its 9% Nov 2025. The secured notes all printed at the tight end of guidance (and with
the longer tranche upsized to EUR625m), however the PIYC came at the wide end.
Back to Index Page

Having seen Altice International slot EUR1.7bn of five- and seven-year paper in the first full
week of January, it was the turn of Altice France (exp B2/B) to tap the red-hot HY market to
refinance outstanding Altice Lux notes and drawings under its rcf.
The three-parter was split across 5NC2 senior secured and 8NC3 unsecured notes, with the
issuer seeking EUR500m in the former and minimums of EUR500m and USD500m in the
latter.
Price talk went out at 2.25-2.5% on the secured (B2/B) and 4.25% (EUR) and 6.25% (US) area
on the unsecured (Caa1/CCC+). All three launched at the tight end of guidance, but
unfortunately for euro investors it was the USD tranche that underwent the big upsize with
the issuer taking USD1.225bn.
The EUR500m 5NC2 senior secured priced at 2.25% or +279 of DBR, while the EUR500m
8NC3 unsecured landed at 4%. The USD1.225bn 8NC3 printed at 6% or UST+432bp.
continued page 12
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European HY – cont’d
Carpet bagged
Carpet firm Victoria plc also got in on the loan to bond refinancing, returning to the market
to tap its existing secured 5.25% Jul 2024 (B1/BB-/BB-) for an extra EUR170m. With the
paper having spent the last month bid around 106, talk went out at 104.75-105.0 before
printing at 105 to give a 4.011% yield. In spread terms the tap priced at +457bp over the
DBR.
Going green
The first green HY paper on the year was on offer last week courtesy of unrated Mowi and
Greece's Ellaktor.
Mowi successfully wrapped its first green issue with a EUR200m, five-year senior unsecured
bond. Strong investor demand from both dedicated green and regular bond investors
allowed the issuer to print at E+160bp. The deal had gone out at E+175-185bp, before
registering a book of over EUR700m at revised guidance of E+160-175bp.
Meanwhile Greece's Ellaktor returned to the 6.375% Dec 24 senior note (B/BB) it placed last
month for a EUR70m tap. Originally seeking an incremental EUR50m at talk of 102.25 area,
the company took an upsized EUR70m at 102.5 with the incremental ear marked for general
corporate purposes.
Somewhere to park cash
Spanish car park operator Empark (Arena Luxembourg Finance) wrapped up the week's
bumper crop of deals with a EUR575m senior secured fixed/floating rate two-parter (exp
Ba3/BB). The 7NC1 FRN went out at guidance of E+225-250bp with 0% floor while the 8NC3
was low to mid 2s. Sizing was then set at EUR100m on the FRN and EUR475m on the fixed as
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pricing was squeezed to E+212.5bp area and 2% respectively. A final squeeze saw the deal
price at E+200bp and 1.875%.

Week ahead
IGM's Roadshow Calendar
There remains plenty of EUR high yield supply in the pipeline for January despite the
Chinese New Year holidays.
Hurtigruten Group (rated B2/B- by Moody's/S&P) will wrap up roadshows for its EUR300m,
five-year senior secured issue on Thursday, 30 January. Carnegie, Danske Bank, DNB
Markets and Nordea for leading the deal.
Frigoglass will hit the road on Monday having mandated MS (lead left bookrunner and
GloCo), Citi (joint bookrunner and GloCo), AlphaBank, EuroBank, National Bank of Greece
and Piraeus (Co-Managers) for a EUR260m 5NC2 senior secured issue (exp B-).
And UniCredit has issued a save the date for a telecoms company planning a EUR senior
secured deal. A London lunch is planned for Monday, 27 January.
Meanwhile, the focus moves to the US for Banijay's multi-tranche offer, however pricing is
not expected until w/c 3 Feb. The EUR2.733bn financing which refinances existing debt and
supports the purchase of Endemol comprises EUR525m and USD363m 5NC2 senior secured
notes, a EUR400m 6NC2.5 senior note, and EUR503m and USD500m 5-year cov-lite TLBs.
Deutsche, Natixis and GS are GloCos with BNPP and BAML as passive books.
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China Insight: Is a SARS Repeat on The Way?
By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
According to the report of the Wuhan Municipal Health Commission, as of Beijing morning
22 Jan 2020, there are more than 400 confirmed cases of the Wuhan coronavirus
nationwide. Meanwhile, Taiwan, Korea, Thailand, Japan and the United States also
reported confirmed cases of the virus. There are growing fears that an outbreak of the
virus will happen across Asia very soon, just like SARS in 2003.
Looking at the Wuhan coronavirus outbreak, we find it necessary to draw on some
experiences from SARS in 2003 in terms of the possible impact on the China/HK markets in
coming months. After all, the genetic sequence of the Wuhan coronavirus is 80% similar to
the SARS virus found in bats, civets and humans (as per K.Y. Yuen, the Chair of Infectious
Diseases of the University of Hong Kong's Department of Microbiology) and the two
syndromes also look very close in terms of the timing of outbreak.
The Wuhan coronavirus outbreak is getting worse with more suspected and confirmed
cases reported. More importantly, with the mass movement of population for Lunar New
Year (LNY) getting underway we inevitably will see a sharp acceleration of transmission
over the next 2-3 weeks. As such, we won't be surprised if the number of confirmed cases
is already in 4-digit territory by the end of LNY holiday in mainland China.
With reference to the pace of growth in the confirmed cases, many experts believe the
Wuhan coronavirus now is still in the initial stage of the outbreak. Assuming it develops in a
similar manner as SARS did in 2003 (chart 1), we probably will not see the peak of the
number of new cases until March or April.
As far as the markets are concerned, we, based on the trajectory in 2003 (chart 2, 3),
expect the equity markets will see a further selloff over the rest of Q1 (chart 4, 5).
continued page 14
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China Insight – cont’d

With regards to the FX rate, it does not make sense for us to make reference to how onshore
USD/RMB spot rate performed during the SARS days because the pair was locked in an
8.2760-8.2780 range (as narrow as 20 pips !!) for as long as three years till the governmentmanaged currency revaluation started in the summer of 2005. Given a completely different
FX regime being in place, RMB FX now definitely is far more market-driven than 17 years ago.
In our view, offshore USD/CNH will continue heading upward, following a big jump on 21
January. An upside breach of December's month-low 6.9229 will likely prompt an extension of
the rally to 6.9663 (the 50% retracement target of 7.0870-6.8457 decline during 3 Dec to 20
Jan).
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Know The Flows: Equity Investors Find Sectors More
Compelling Than Geography
By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research
The Bond Fund bandwagon rolled on during the third week of the New Year, extending a run that
has seen them post 55 straight weeks of inflows that total $775 billion. Although flows have
moderated since the first week of the year, when this fund group absorbed a record-setting $23
billion, were they to maintain their current weekly average for the rest of the year total inflows
would exceed $900 billion.
EPFR-tracked Equity Funds, meanwhile, posted consecutive weekly inflows for only the sixth time
since the beginning of 3Q19. In geographic terms, the bulk of the fresh money went to the two
biggest diversified groups, Global and Global Emerging Markets (GEM) Equity Funds. Investors
showed more conviction when it came to sectors, with four of the 11 major groups attracting over
$1 billion, and they remain enamored of funds with socially responsible (SRI) or environmental,
social and governance (ESG) mandates which chalked up their third weekly inflow record since the
beginning of October.
Overall, investors steered a net $8.4 billion into Equity Funds during the week ending January 22
with half of that going to SRI/ESG Equity Funds while flows to Dividend Equity Funds hit a YTD
high. Balanced, Money Market and Bond Funds absorbed $443 million, $11.2 billion and $16.2
billion respectively
At the single country and asset class fund levels, Italy Bond Funds posted their seventh inflow in
the past 10 weeks while Italy Equity Funds extended their longest outflow streak since early
3Q19. Redemptions from Korea Equity Funds jumped to their highest level since 1Q14 and India
Equity Funds posted their 17th consecutive weekly outflow. Convertible, Bank Loan and Inflation
Protected Bond Funds added to their longest inflow streaks since 3Q19, 4Q18 and 1Q18
respectively..
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US/UK 10yr Spread – Over 1.202 Completes a 5-Month Base
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Narrowed from 1.737 (15 November 2018 peak) to 0.958 (5 September 2019 low), before
ranging under 1.202 (25 September 2019 high)

•

Studies are building amid recent widening from 1.011 (11 December 2019 low) and we
await fresh tests of 1.202

•

Above signals a five-month base and opens 1.261/1.348 (9 August 2019 high/50%
retracement of 1.737/0.958 narrowing), perhaps 1.424 (30 July 2019 high)

•

Only below 1.011 would avert current widening potential and resume broader narrowing
for 0.958/0.886

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Watch for a clearance of 1.202 to complete a five-month base and expose 1.261/1.348. Reverse
position on narrowing through 1.011 re-opening the 0.958 base
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

1.472
1.440
1.348
1.261
1.202

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

1.011
0.958
0.886
0.845
0.786

Resistance Levels
21 March 2019 minor lower high
61.8% retracement of 1.737/0.958 fall, near 30 July 2019 lower high at 1.424
50% retracement of 1.737/0.958 fall
9 August 2019 lower high, near 38.2% retrace of 1.737/0.958 fall at 1.256
25 September 2019 high, near 17 January 2020 high at 1.190
Support Levels
11 December 2019 lower, near 30 December 2019 low at 1.012 and a 6¼yr trendline at 0.978
2019 low – 5 September
2017 low – 25 September
Equality projection of 1.737/1.158 fall from 1.424
11 November 2016 low
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GBP/USD – Triangle Builds Momentum For Further Recovery
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell
• Higher lows off September’s 1.2905 low favour the development of a bullish triangle
continuation pattern
• The recent bullish 100/200-Day MA crossover hints at a potential reversal in longer-term
momentum

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Look to buy for a target of 1.3618. Below 1.2905 risks a deeper setback to the 1.2769/36 area.

Resistance Levels
R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

1.3618
1.3514
1.3422
1.3284
1.3212

10 May 2018 high
13 December 2019 high
16 December 2019 high
31 December 2019 high
7 January 2020 high

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

1.2955
1.2905
1.2824
1.2769
1.2736

14 January 2020 low
23 December 2019 low
22 November 2019 low
8 November 2019 low
50% of 1.1959-1.3514 rally

Support Levels
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Platinum – Scope to 1065.45/1106.74 While Over 948.32
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Accelerated the 17-month uptrend to 1041.71 (16 January high, near 2017 peak - 27
February at 1044.75), before ranging

•

While near-term corrective dips hold 948.32 (9 January low), bulls will resume to threaten
1041.71/1044.75 barrier

•

Above would confirm a major 40-month base and target 1065.45 (22 September 2016
high), perhaps 1106.74 (7 September 2016 high)

•

Only below 948.32 delays and risks a deeper short-term setback to 910.09 (20 December
2019 low, near a seven-month rising trendline)

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Buy near-term dips as we await a return through 1041.71/1044.75 targeting 1065.45/1106.74.
Place a protective stop under 948.32

Back to Index Page

R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

1194.64
1140.08
1106.74
1065.45
1041.71

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

990.52
948.32
910.09
884.82
865.80

Resistance Levels
2016 peak – 10 August
16 August 2016 lower high
7 September 2016 lower high
22 September 2016 lower high
2020 high – 16 January, near 2017 peak - 27 February at 1044.75
Support Levels
21 January 2020 low, nr 3 January 2020 high at 995.98 & 11¾year falling trendline at 985.47
9 January 2020 minor higher low
20 December 2019 minor higher low, near a 7mth rising trendline at 903.35
5 December 2019 minor higher low, near the 200DMA
12 November 2019 higher low
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IFI: who we are and how to contact us
Informa Financial Intelligence (IFI), a unit of Informa plc (LSE: INF), provides fund
flows, asset allocation, FX, credit issuance and banking data, quantitative products,
research and analysis to financial institutions - both public and private - around the
world. Our market moving data services include daily, weekly, and monthly equity
and fixed income fund flows and monthly fund allocations by country, sector and
industry.
To find out more:
 financialintelligence.informa.com
 sales.financial@informa.com
This material is provided by Financial Intelligence for the use of the recipient only and is not to be copied or distributed to
any other person. No representation, warranty or undertaking (express or implied) is given and no responsibility is accepted
by Financial Intelligence or any of its affiliates or by any of their respective partners, officers, employees, advisers or agents
for the completeness or accuracy of any information contained in, or of any omissions from, this material or any
supplementary information and any liability in respect of such information or omissions is hereby expressly disclaimed. This
material is not a comprehensive evaluation of the industry, the companies or the securities mentioned, and does not
constitute an offer or a solicitation of an offer or a recommendation to buy or sell securities. All expressions of opinion are
subject to change without notice.
© Informa Business Intelligence, Inc (2020). All rights reserved.
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